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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this thesis is to compare the reading 
achievement, arithmetic achievement and total achievement 
of fourth, fifth and sixth grade children. attending full~ 
day schools to children of the same ability and same grade 
level attending half-day schools in. the same city. 
Furthermore the problem is to determine if the IQ has any 
bearing on achievement of the pupils attending these two 
different educational systems. 
Definition of full,...day and half-day schools.-- Full-
day schools in relation. to this problem are to be considered 
to have a school day of morning and afternoon sessions 
attended by one group of pupils and instructed by one 
teacher. The school day commences at 8:45 A.M. and closes 
at 2:30 P.M. 
Half-day schools in relation to this problem are to be 
considered as a morning class in session from 8 A.M. to 
11:45 A.M., and a new group of pupils attending afternoon. 
class with a separate teacher from 12:45 P.M. to 4:30 P.M. 
~1-
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Justification of the Study 
Due to the sharp increase in. the birth rate in. the 
United States over the last ten years, there has been a 
trend in our public schools to meet this influx of children 
by developing a system of half-day schools~ 
An objective and accurate comparison. of these two forms 
of educational systems based on a statistical analysis in 
relation. to pupil achievement at these different grade 
levels and at these different IQ ranges should be an aid to 
educators con~ronted with the problem of the increasing 
school population. 
Scope of the Study 
The study is based on 225 children of the fourth, 
fifth, and sixth grades attending half-day schools in 
Framingham, Massachusetts, and 225 children of the fourth, 
fifth, and sixth grades attending full-day schools in 
Framingham, Massachusetts. These children. were selected 
from eight elementary schools. 
The children of both systems are grouped according to 
grade level, (fourth, f_ifth, sixth) and IQ range. The IQ 
•' 
ranges are 25 pupils of each grade level below 100 IQ, 25 
pupils from each grade level between 101 - 114 IQ, and 25 
pupils from each grade level above 114 IQ. The IQ's used 
in. these groups are based on the results of the Otis 
311 
Intelligence Test administered to the pupils in the fourth 
grade. The Stanford Achievement Tests of the school years I 
l955 - l956 and l956 - l957 were used to measure the I 
achievement of all the pupils. The comparisons used in this 
study are based upon the results of these Stanford Achieve- I 
ment Tests. 
The study was controlled by pairing children of the 
half-day schools with children of the full-day schools of 
the same chronological age~ mental age, IQ~ and grade. To 
avoid cumulative errors the differences in chronological 
age and mental age between pairs were never allowed to 
exceed three months and the difference in IQ was never 
allowed to exceed three points between pairs. In this way 
total errors were minimized. Furthermore~ after the con-
trolled groups were organized they were statistically 
checked for a significant difference. 
• 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF FREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The half-day school system in American education can be 
traced as far back as 1939~ During this period the consol-
idated schools began to replace scattered isolated schools 
in many states. However these central schools were rapidly 
\ 
overcrowding and half-day schools or half-day sessions, as 
they were refe~red to during this time, were adapted to y 
remedy this situation. Lawrence A. Averill gives a good 
description of tbis period of early half-day session schools 
when he states: 
"The single-session school day ffialf-day school..!V"' 
as understood in the present study, should not be con-
fused with the half-day session school. The former is 
interpreted as a school day running continuously from 
opening time, around 8:30A.M., until closing time, 
around 2:00P.M .. , with>relatively brief intermissions 
for lunch and recess periods. The latter--the half-day 
session--is a school day confined within either the 
forenoon hours or.the afternoon hours. We shall refer 
in this s.tudy only incidentally to the half-day school, 
which seems to have originated concurrently with the 
establishment of consolid·ated schools. When smaller, 
isolated schools were discontinued, as the numbers of 
children brought ·into central schools began to overtax 
the seating accommodations, staggered half-day sessions 
were frequently adopted as an expedient in order to sa e 
ijLawrence A. Averill, Ph.D., The Single-Session School Day 
·For Elementary.Schools, Bulletin, 1949, The Oorrunon.wealth. 
of Massacfiusetts Department of Education, Worcester, 
Massachusetts, p. ,2. 
-4-. 
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the expense o:f building additional rooms and employing 
more teachers. In some instances this expedient became 
a pennan.ent policy; more often it continued in exist-
ence for only a temporary period until new construction 
could catch up with pupil enrollment.u 
Furthermore due to the sharp increase in the birth rate 
in the United States over t'he last ten years and the mi-
gration. of families to suburban areas, once again caused the 
overcrowding of schools. This is a current and critical 
problem that a great many school administrators have to face. y· 
Tirrell and Willy clearly show this problem of increased 
birth rate and migration to suburban areas in their article: 
nThe prediction of future school enrollments has 
always been somewhat difficult but in the past World War, 
II period the problems have been increased and extended 
to scope. The birth rat~, movement of population from 
urban areas. (a migration), and construction of new 
dwelling units in previously unpopulated areas have 
been the reasons most ment:L~;ned as altering predicted 
population estimates and school enrollments. In certa 
areas public housing projects have been a central 
problem. These projects have risen virtually overnight 
to saturate school buildings with children and exceed 
expected or predicted school enrollment. This problem 
is not at an end for some areas at the· present national 
administration of January 6_, 1955, proposed 70,000 new· 
public housing units in the next two years. u 
This educational problem isn1 t confined to a local y 
situation, but as Kenneth Howe poin.ts out, it is evident al 
ijJohn E. Tirrell and Frank G. Willy., uPublic Housing 
Projects Produce School Problems~ American. School Board 
Journal, No. 132, (January., 1956}, pp. 65-67. 
g/Kenneth., E. Howe, ncrowding-What Are the Issuesu, 
Educational Leadership 12, (February, 1955), pp. ·258 _- 288. 
i 
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6 
over the UniteO. States: 11The shortage of qualified teachers 
an~d the lack of adequate school-housing are among the much 
persistent educational problems now confronting the nation." 
However according to the United States Department of y 
Education. the problem does seem more critical at the 
elementary level; 
11 
••••• enrolled 2.3 million pupils in excess of the 
normal capacity of the access.ible publicly-owned school 
plants in. use. This represents a drop of 74,000 from a 
year ago. Three-fourths of the pupils in excess of 
normal capacity were in elementary schools. 11 · 
gj 
Furthermore Snyder pointed out 
••••• that one child in every three in city 
elementary-schools is in a class so large it is 
impossible for him to get a fair amount of his teacher's 
time. One~third of all city elementary-school children 
are in classes containing thirty-six children or more. 
One child in every eleven is in a class that have forty-
one or more pupils. y 
McGuire claims: 
'I 
· ttThis fall the United States will be short about 
345,000 public elementary - and secondary - school 
classrooms. Three classrooms out of every five wDlli 
2}Fall, 1955 Statistics, United States Department of 
Education~ Bulletin, 1955, pp. 22~26. 
usurvey made by N.E.A. Research Division., 1953, Agnes Snyder, 
Overcrowded Schools--Today and Yesterday 11 , Childhood 
Education_, 30, (April, 1954), pp. 352-355 •. 
.VGeo:rge K. T .. McGuire, 11Educational News and Editorial 
Comment 11 , The Elementary School Journal, (October, 1953~, 
pp. 63-74. 
go to school this coming fall term in a schoolhouse 
which does not meet minimum fire-safety conditions. 
School construction in the United States is not keeping 
pace with classroom needs. Increased enrollments, 
building deterioration and obsolescence will create the 
need for an additional 425,000 classrooms and related 
facilities by 1960. About 36,000 are in some stage of 
construction at this time.u 
. . y . 
According to the 1955 statistics the number of pupils 
in excess of normal capacity of accessible .publicly-owned 
school plants in use in the fall of 1955in Massachusetts 
elementary and secondary schools are 
Elementary and 
Secondary·· 
. -- (1) 
Elementary Secondary 
.. - .. (2) - - . .. . . - (·5) . -
27.,125 21,086. 6,039 
It is evident from these statistics that some plan and 
system had to be developed to meet this crisis. Some school 
systems such as framingham., Massachusetts, have temporarily 
solved the problem by converting a portionof their.ele-
.' '." ... ' .·.. . ... ,, .. / . '.• . ' " . . . . ,.·, . .. ...... '" . .. . .. . . . ·y 
mentary schools to half-day schools. And as Smith and Horn 
point out 
••••• it must be said that the half-day session is 
"l/The Gonunonwealth o~ Massachusetts Department o_f Education, 
n'esearch and Statist~cs, 1955, Bulletin_, pp. 1-l-l4i 
2/Louise L. Sirii th and Thomas D. Horn, nrs the Half-Day 
~ession Full Measure? 11 , Childhood Educc;ttion, Vol. 30.:~(April, 
1954), pp. 373-374. '• . ·- ' .. 
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a practical, if' not satisfactory solution iD the problem 11 
of overcrowding in our schools. The differences·inmean 
.,i.!' 
gains as compared with time allotwents by full-day and ji 
half-day sessions indicate that the concentration of 
the 11 academicrr subjects by half-day classes does not 1 
provide a satisfactory substitute for the enriched 
program of the full day classes. _ 
1
. 
However in the treatment of this problem the evident 
- - y I 
drawbacks of half-day schools should be considered. - I 
,_.-· ·. :· .• -;.: .noU:bie Sessfori''Produce Pro'bierris: ··.·· (i·)- Chiid.ren 1' 
have no personal P.elongings as twq share the. same desks_, 1 
b. ooks._ . ( 2). _Bulletin boards are sha. r.ed by both classes 
1 
so it iS .. impossible to display every childrs work at I 
the same time. (3) The room is constantly.in use for 
eight hours by·two~sets of people and then the- health 1
1 angle comes in. ( 4) The afternoon is poor learning time 1 
for little children .•. (5) Lack of adequate space for 1 
tutoring children who need_extra help. (6) There is 1 
little or no time for the teacher to plan or. fix up the 
room. 
There has been very little actual measurement of the 
. . . 
co~parati ve academic achievem~nt of full--day schools and half-j 
I 
day schools. However a study was made in Austin_, Texas, and 
the results showed that in terms of academic achievement the 
regular full-day school is superior to the half-day school. 
y' 
Smith states: 
••••• that as school personnel search their souls fo 
... - - - - - - - - -.- ·- - - -
l/Editorial, · "What Does Crowding Do? 11 , Gh±ldhood ·Educat±on_, 
Vol. 30_, (A~ril_, 1954), p.363. . '• · .. 
2/Louise;:,L. S_mi th, A -study ·of -the· ·Effec·t of -Half..;;Day -Glasses 
in.~the ·Austin ·Pub:t±g -$,chools_, Unpl~blished Ed. M •. Thesis, 
Universtty of ~exas, ~953. 
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defensible ways to alleviate crowded conditions in the 
elementary classrooms, the half-day sessions appear to 
be one of the easier ways out. Faced with parents and 
teachers who are concerned an:d sometimes belligerent an 
answer must be given to the question, 11Is the half-day 
session desirable?" 
'. T~e obvious first step in trying to compare the 
effect of the half-day with that of full-day sessions is 
to measure the difference in 11academic achievementrr. 
Particularly for the primary grades, instruments now 
~vailable for this kind of measurement rarely show a 
time measure of achievement. Difference in curriculum, 
methods, and pupil ability combine to obscure any 
results that may be obtained. 
In a study by the Austin, Texas, Public Schools, ! 
academic achievement wa~ tested .by the differ~nce 1 
between mean gains of full-and half~day sessions for the1 
second and third grades (grade· one was not tested) in 1
1 six schools. Thirty-two .. classes in all were tested for 11 
significance a~d compared with the time allotments for 1 
each area measured. i 
I I 
In the second grade, the half-day classes spent 1 
more class time on the basic academic subje~ts than the I 
full-day classes did, but the full-day classes showed . 
a greater mean gain in meaning and average achievement ! 
than the half-day·classes. 
1 The full-day classes in the third grade showed a 
greater mean gain in reading and average achievement I 
than the half-day classes, despite the fact that half- I 
day classe·s allotted more time to the bas.ic subjects 
than the full~day classes. However, 1these differences 11 
were not statistically significant. 
y' 
Furthermore, Hollingshead after testing a program in 
" 
Utah felt that teachers in half-day schools were neglecting 
£7Billies Hollingshead, "Evaluation of Half-Day and Full-Day 
Sessions •: ,. Elementary School Journal, (January, 1939 }, 
3.9:363-37.0. 
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intelligence quotient oi: 93.8 J:ell only one month below
11 
I 
the norms would indicate that- they had been crowded to 
make such a showing.. It might also be inferred that 
this group of half~day pupils was overdrilled in the 
subjects mentioned at the expense of the socializing 
subjects. 
(d) Three groups of twenty~two pupils each from 
tp_e same district were equated on the basis of intelli-
gence quotient and test results on the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test were compared from the first ~o the si~th 
grade. The median intelligence quotient of each group 
was 106 •. One group had attended half-day sessions in 
the first and second grades, the second group had 
attended full-day sessions in both the :f'irst and the 
second grades and the third group had attended half-day 
sessions in the first grade and full-day sessions in the I 
second grade. By the end of their sixth year the la~t I 
. named __ group was exactly at the norm in grade placement. ,I 
Both the other groups were about two months above the l.l 
norm. The results from these groups seem to indicate 
that by.the time pupils have finished the sixth grade, I 
standing in academic subjects is in accord with what 
would normally be expected of pupils with an intelligence'! 
quotient of 106, regardless of whether they have attended 
half-day or full-day sessions in the first two grades. n 11 
· II 
Implication of Review of Research j 
This thesis was predicated on the belief that there was II 
a need_ :f'or further research in relation to the comparison <?f .I 
half-day and full-day schools. 
stantiates this view. 
The Review of Research sub- II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE OF INVESTIGATION 
Preliminary Considerations 
!I II 
I· ,, 
I, 
This study required a school system that had both half- II 
!i 
day schools and the regular full-day schaols. Furthermore lj 
it required standard test records and other information II 
concerning a large number or children. Therefore it was II 
necessary to search· for a school system with sufficient data II 
available and this dual type educational program. II The City ,
11 of Framingham~ ~ssachusetts, has, on a temporary basis, 
this type of school program and also has a testing program 
with complete records of all tes.ts results for all the 
childEen of Framingham, Massachusetts. 
I 
I 
j, 
Description of Testing Situation 11 
Due to "the tremendous increase of population caused by ~~~~ 
a rapid growth of industry and the building of a number of j, 
- II 
real estate developments, Framingham's school system had to 1! 
alleviate an overcrowding ~chool problem by cGnverting three I 
of its elementary schools to half-day schools. As a result li 
of this conversion three of the city's elementary schools II 
hav~ two half-day sessions and the five remainj,tig.:...:·elementary !! 
I 
-12- i 
I 
I 
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schools have regular full-day schools. The allotment of 
children in this dual system is as follows: 
Table 1. Allotment of Children in the Third, Fourth, and 
fifth Grades of the Framingham Elementary Schools 
Full-Day Grade Level Half-Day Grade Level 
Schools Schools 
4 5 6 l.j. 5 b ( 11 ~!". J ( 2) 1 (3) i (4), (1) (2) (3) 14) 
Warren Oakes ••• 38' 31- 3T Hastings ••• 37 33- 24 
39 30 36 36 33 20 
38 31 40 Saxonville. 29 27 26 
34 32 29 26 25 
Memorial ••••••• 32 28 28 26 
34 20 33 28 27 
Roosevelt •••••• 32 30 26 27 27 
32 30 24 Maynard •••• 28 30 29 
Lawrence ••••••• 30 32 28 25 28 
Wilson ••••••••• 26 22 31 29 26 28 
24 25 
Total ••••••• 336 304 ·238 I Total ••• ~99 282 ~78 
., 
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The time allotted per week to teach the different I 
! 
subjects in the curriculums of this dual type of educational 11 
II 
I 
system is as follows: 
Table 2. The Time Allotments Per Week for Subject Areas in 
the Framingham School Sy~tem 
I 
" Half-Day Full-Day 
Subject Areas Schools Schools 
- ,Grades I 4 5 6 4 5 6 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5} (6) (7 J 
Opening-Closing. 50 50 50 100 100 100 
Reading-Phonics. 280 250 250 280 250 250 
Arithmetic •••••• 200 200 200 200 200 200 
ranguage ......... 150 150 150 150 150 150 
Social Studies •• y 110 140 140 75 150 150 
Mu.Sic • ........... 75 75 75 75 100 100 
Recess •••••••• e. · 75 75 75 165 90 90 
Handwriting ...... 100 100 100 100 100 100 
spelling •••••••• 85 85 85 85 85 85 
Literature •••••• ~ 0 0 0 100 100 100 
--.- 1\..:r;:a:t • ••• ~ •••• ~ • • • .Y 0 0 0 60 90 90 
---Physical Educational! 0 0 0 75 75 75 
Science ••••••••. iJ 0 0 0 60 60 60 
Toilet •••••••••• 100 75 75 
Lunch . •••••••••• 100 100 100 
D 
Total ••••••• . Ef 1125 ' 1125 1125 1725 1725 1725 
~Literature, art, science, physical education and social 
studies are integrated as a core study. 
£/The full-day schools have ten hours more a week than the 
half-day schools. 
Selection of Pupils 
The fourth, fifth, and sixth grade pupils in 
il 
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I Framingham's eight elementary schools were seleeted for this . 
i 
particular study because 878 pupils attend full-day schools II 
and 759 attend half~day schools, thus affording a great many 
• 
I ,, 
pupils to choose from in selecting the controlled groups. 
Furthermore the Stanford Achievement Test which is the 
measuring device employed in this study is administered 
every year. Also the Otis Intelligence Test which was a 
main factor in organizing the controlled groups is admin-
istered to all the pupils in the fourth grade. 
In organizing the control groups the writer recorded 
on data sheets the names, chronological age, mental age, 
IQ, arithmetic achievement, reading achievement and total 
achievement of all the fourth, fifth and sixth grade pupils 
in the City's elementary schools. 
The pupils were selected and the controlled groups 
organized in relation to the information recorded on the 
data sheets which included the type of school the pupils 
attended, mental age, chronological age and IQ. 
Method of Pairing 
From the 1,637 pupils recorded on the data sheets the 
writer was able to pair a total of 150 pupils at each of the 
three grade levels. A pair consisted of two pupils, one 
attending the half-day school and the other attending the 
full-day school. The study was controlled by pairing 
children of the same chronological age, mental age, IQ, and 
grade. The difference in chronological age and mental age 
between pairs was never allowed to exceed three months and 
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the difference in IQ was never allowed to exceed three pointsil 
between pairs thus comprising rigid standard groups. 11 
Furthermore these groups were statistically checked for a 
significant difference. Roweve~ due to the lack of pupils 
at the sixth grade level the writer could not form control 
groups in three areas (half-day school, IQ 101 - 114, total 
achievement), (half-day school, IQ 101 - 114, arithmetic 
achievement), (half-day school, total of all arithmetic) 
because there was a significant difference in the proposed 
control groups. 
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The pairs were divided into the following IQ ranges and !,'!1 
grade groups. l: 
II 
Table 3. The Groups and IQ Ranges Of the Half-Day and Full- , .. 1 
Day Schools Used in This Study 
Half-Day Schools 
IQ Ranges 
Grades 
-- '1- 5 b 
ll J (2) l3J (Lt- J 
100 and · be1·ow •. 25 25 25 ' 
101 - 114 ••••.• 25 25 25 
l15 and above .• 25 25 25 
Full-Day Schools 
Grades 
4 ~ t> 
l5J (b) l7) 
25 25 .. 25 
25 25 25 
25 25 25 
:I 
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II Description of statistical procedures used.-- The mean, 1j 
standard deviation, standard error of the mean, standard I! 
II error of a difference, and critical ratio were the statist~! 
I' I' 
:I 
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.components used in forming the control groups and comparing 11 
the half-day school groups with the full-day school groups. I 
I 
The assumed mean method was used in computing the mean. At I. 
the .05 level with 25 cases a critical ratio ·of 2.06 was 
considered to be significant and with 75 cases a critical 
.v 
ratio of 1.99 was considered to be significant. 
Controlled groups.-- Before any comparisons were made 
the propesed control groups were checked for a significant 
II 
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Table 4. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in Readjnj, 
School 
tlJ 
Half.:.nay 
Full-Day 
-. 
Achieveme.mt of: Fourth Grade Children from Half-Day!! 
Schools and Full-Day Schools with an IQ Range of ! 
100 and Belo~ . j' 
No. Mean S.E. 
Grade of Mean 
(2} (3} (4) 
25 3~'836 .177 
25 3.400. .131 
Diff .. S.E. 
-
of Diff., 
l5J (b) 
.436 .220 
Critical 
Ratio 
l7J 
1.98 
! 
I 
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The difference between 3.836, the mean· reading grade 
l 
,, 
I' 
' il 
of the half-day school children., and 3.400, the mean reading II 
grade of the full-day school children is .436, ip favor of !I 
the hal.t:-day sch<?,ol children. 
Critical ratio is 1.98 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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1/Henry E. Garrett, Ph.D., Elementary Statistics, Longmans, jl 
Green and Company, 1956. II 
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Table 5. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Arithmetic Achtevement of Fourth Grade Children 
from Half-Day Schools and Full-Day Schools with 
an IQ. Range of .. 100 and Be low 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean 
' 
of Diff. Ratio 
llJ l2J (3) (4} l5J (b) l7J 
Half.::Day 25 3;920 .103 .168 .161 1;04 
Full-Day 25 3 .. 752 .124 
\ 
., I II 
I 
I The difference between 3.920J the mean arithmetic grade j 
of the half-day school childrenJ and 3.752J the mean .~~ 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .168~ 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
significant. 
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Table 6. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Total Achievement of Fourth Grade Children 
from Half-Day Schools.and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ_Range of 100 and Bel~~ 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean 
-
of Diff. Ratio 
(1) (2) (3) (Lt-J t5J tOJ t71 
Half-Day 25 3.884 .148 .296 .191 1.55 
Full-Day 25 3.588 .120 
The difference between 3.884, the mean total grade 
of the half-day school children, and 3.588, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .296, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.55 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 1~ 
School 
(1) 
Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Reading Achievement of Fourth Grade Children 
from Half-Day Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 101 - 114 
No. Mean S.E. Diff. S .. E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
I 
(2) (31 (4) (5J (b) (7) 
Half.:.nay 25 4.588 
4.176 .18~ 
.412 .287 1.44 
Full-Day 25 .21 
-
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The difference between 4. 588, the mean reading grade j! 
II 
of the half-day school children, and 4.176, the mean reading 11 
grade of the full-day school children is .412, in favor of I 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.44 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 8. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Arithmetic Achievement qf Fourth Grade Children 
from Half-Day Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an !~.Range of 101 - 114 
School No. Mean S.E. .Diff'. S.E. Critical 
Grade 
1 
of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
l 
tl} U~l 13_1 1/.I.J {5J _toJ {7J 
Half.;Day 25. 4~228 .106 .084 .151 .56 
Full-Day 25 4.312 .109 
r 
The difference between 4.228, the mean arithmetic grade 
of the half-day school children, and 4.312, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .084, 
in favor of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .56 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 9. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in Total 
Achievement of_ Fourth G~ade_ Children from Half-Day 
Schools and Full-Day Schools with an IQ Range of 
101 - 114 
. 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S .. E. Critical 
Grade of Mean . o:t: Diff .. Ratio 
; 
-· 
_(ll (2) (3) (4) (5J '(b J ( 7 J 
- 4:348 ;i58 .boB .236 -. --Half-Day 25 .03 
Full-Day 25 4.356 .168 
The difference between 4.348~ the mean total grade 
the half-day school children~ and 4.356, the mean total 
. 
I 
of I 
grade I 
of the full-day school children is • OOS~ in favor of the full-. 
day school children. 
Critical ratio is .03 which is not statistically 
significant. 
I 
Table 10. 
School 
I 
(lJ 
Half~Day 
Full-Day 
Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Reading Achievement of Fourth Grade Children 
from Half-Day Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 115 and Above 
No .• Mean S.E. Diff ... S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
. 
(2) {3) {4-J (5) (6) (7J 
25' 4;844 .176 .600 .300 2~00 
25 5.444 .• 244 i 
The difference between 4.844, the mean reading grade 
of the half-day school children, and 5.444, the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .600, in favor of 
the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.00 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 11. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Arithmetic Achievement of Fourth Grade Children 
from Half-Day ~chools and Full-Day Schools with 
an IQ Range of 115 and Above 
School No. Mean S.E. · Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean 
-
of Diff. Ratio 
-
{1) _t21 l3J l~J l5J lbJ til 
Half..:Day 25- 4~556 .02'3 .100 .133 ~75 
Full-Day 25 4 .. 656 .112 
! 
" 
24 
'I 
I 
The difference between 4•556, the mean arithmetic 
of the half-day school children, and 4.656, the mean 
grade 1 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .100, 
in favor of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .75 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 12. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Total Achievement of Fourth Grade Children 
from H~lf-Day Schools __ and Full-Day __ Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 115 ana Above •. 
'· 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E.· Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
' 
.. 
(1} (2} (3} l~} l5J tt> J .t1J. 
Half.:.Day 25 4.612 .122 .264 .179 1.48 
Full-Day 25 4.876 .132 
The difference between 4.612, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 4.876, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .264, in favor of 
the full~day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.48 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 13. Comparing the Combined Proposed Controlled Groups 
in Reading Achievement of' Fourth Grade Children 
from Half~D~y school and Full-Day Schools 
~ ' 
School No. Mean S..E. Diff. S.E. Crit:t,cal 
Grade of Mean 
-
of Diff. Ratio 
-
.. 
-{lJ (2 (3) (4) (5) (6) l7) 
Half-Day 75 4.440 . .• 116 .• 160 .i87 ' . .86' ~ . 
Full-Day 75 4.280 .146 
·. 
The difference between 4.440, the mean reading grade 
of the half-day school children, and 4.280, the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .160, in favor of 
the half~day school children. 
Critical ratio is I86 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 14. Comparing the Combined Proposed Controlled 
Groups in Arit9-metic Ac[lievement.of Fourth 
Grade Chilqren from H?,.lf-Day Schools.and 
Full ... D?,.y Schools 
School No. Mean S.-E.: Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean 
-
of,Diff. 
~ 
Ratio 
. 
llJ l2J l3J l4} (5) (6) l7J 
Half..:;Day '75 4;232 .065 .oo4 .032 ·.124 
Full-Day 75 4.228 .079 
I I 
The difference between 4.232, the mean arithmetic grade 
of the half-day school children, and 4.228, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .004, 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .124 which is not statistically 
significant. 
.i 
Table 15. Comparing the Combined Proposed Controlled 
Groups in Total AchieveiDent of Fourth Grade 
Children from Ha+f-Day Schools and Full-Day 
Schools 
School No·. Mean s·.E·. Diff. S.E,. Critical 
Grade of.Mean 
-
of .. Diff. Ratio 
-
(1) (2) (31' 14) (51. (_b) (7) 
Half-Day 75' 4~276 ·.090 ·.028 .138 .20. 
Full-Day 75 4.248 ·.104 
The difference between 4.276~ the mean total grade 
of the half-day school children, and 4.248~ the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .028, in favor 
of the half-day s.chool children. 
Critical ratio is .20which is not statistically 
significant. 
28 
Table 16. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Reading Achiev~ment of Fifth Grade Children 
from Hal+-Day Schhols and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of lOD and Below 
School No. Mean S.E. D;tff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean . of_Diff. Ratio 
. 
'' (lJ (2J l3J 
- -
(4) l5J (b) (7 J 
Half.::Day ~5- 4~696 .185 .084 .293 ~29 
Full-Day 25 4.612 .227 
29! 
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Table 17. 
School 
(l) 
Half..::Day 
Full-Day 
Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Arithmetic Achievement of Fifth Grade Children 
f.rom Half-D~y Schools a-dd Eull-Da:y Sch<;?ols 
with an IQ.Range of 10@ and Below 
No. Mean S.E. Di;f'f. S-.E. · Critical 
Qrade of 
-· 
M~an . of D!ff • 
·" 
Ratio 
.•. , 
. 
. (21 (3J l4J l5J lbJ 171 
25 .. 5~164 .i36 .344 .172 2.00 
25 4.820 .106 
! 
I 
The difference between 5.164, the mean arithmetic grade I 
of the half-day school children,. and 4.820, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full=day school children is .344, in 
favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.00 which is not statistically 
significant. 
I 
I, il 
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Table 18. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Total Achievement of Fifth Grade Children 
from H~lf-Day Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ,Range of lOG and. Below 
School No. Mean S.E .. Diff'. S,.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean ~ of'"'Dif'f. •. Ratio 
-
(1) (2} (3} T41 .(_5) (6 J (7} 
Half.::Day 25 ~ 4~9~4 .184- .364 .247 1~47 
Full-Day 25 4~560 .164 
I ( 
The difference between 4.924, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 4.560, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .364, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.47 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 19. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Reading Achiev~ment of fifth Grade Children 
from Hal:f~Day Schools and Full-Day $chools 
with an IQ.Range of 101 - 114 
~ . 
School No. Mean S .. E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean . 
-· 
of Diff. Ratio 
"' 
. (1} {2-) t3J (4} (5}. l6J {7 J 
Half.:.Day 25' 5·~668 ·.214 .244- .316 
-77" 
Full-Day 25 5.912 .232 
. l 
3 
The difference between 5.668J the mean reading grade of 
the half-day school childrenJ and 5.912J the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .244J in favor of 
the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .77 which is not statistically 
significant. 
II 
Table 20. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Arithmetic Ach_ievement 9f Fifth Grade Children 
:f;rom Half-D9-Y Schools and Full~Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 101 -· 114 
School No. Mean S~E •. Diff •. S .. E., Critical 
Grade of Mean .. of Diff •. Ratio 
. 
(1) (2) (3) (.4) (5) (b) 171 
Half-Day 25 5.352 .. 142 .344 .180 1.91 
Full-Day 25 5.696 .110 
33 
The difference between 5.352~ the mean arithmetic grade 
of the half-day school children~ and. 5.696~ the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .344~ 
in favor of the full-day scho.ol children. 
Critical ratio is 1.91 which is not statistically 
significant. 
il 
Table 21. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Total Achievem~nt of Fifth Grade Children 
from Half-Day Schools .and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 101 - 114 
School No. Mean S .. E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean ofDiff. Ratio 
: 
(1) (2) {3) {4) {5) {b) {7) 
Half..;.Day 25 5.324 .136 .300 .198 1.52 
Full~Day 25 5.624 .143 
The difference between 5.324J the total grade of the 
half-day school childrenJ and 5.624J the mean total grade 
of the full-day school children is .300, in favor of the 
full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.52 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 22. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Reading Achiev~ment of Fifth Grade Children 
f'rom Half~Day Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 115 anq Above 
School No. Mean SQE. Diff. S.E. Critical 
(Jrade of Mean . of _Diff. Ratio 
I 
' 
tlJ t2J (3) (4) (5J (b) (7) 
<· 6".220 .i99 .452 .286 1:58 Half-Day 25 
Full-Day 25 5.768 .. 206 
I 
-
' I 
The difference between 6 .. 220, the mean reading grade 
35 
of the half-day school children, and 5.768, the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .452, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.58 which is not statistically 
significant. 
il 
Table 23. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Arithmetic Achievement of Fifth Grade Children 
trom Half-D~y Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 115 and Above 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean 
, .. . 
of _Diff. Ratio 
I i 
-
llJ (2J (3J (4J (5J 1bJ (7J 
.. 
5 .. 708 .i68 .98 
" 
Half-Day 25 ·.127 .171 
Full-Day 25 5.540 .114 
I I ft 
The difference between 5.708, the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school childrenJ and 5.540, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .168J 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .98 which is not statistically 
significant. 
'l 
L 
Table 24. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
~otal Achievem~nt of Fifth Grade Children 
from H~lf-Day Schools .. and F"Ll.ll-Day Schools 
with an IQ..Range of 115 and Above 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean . of __ Diff. Ratio 
i .-
' 
. {1) (2) 1:31 (l+) J2l (b) i7_l 
25 ~ 5:888 .143 .i92 Half-Day .210 .91 
Full~Day 25 5.696 .154 
I 
The difference between 5.888, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 5.696, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .192, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .91 Which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 25. Comparing the Combined Proposed Controlled 
Groups in Read~ng Achievement of Fifth Grade 
Children from Half7Day Schools and Full~Day 
Schools 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of M~an . of Diff • Ratio 
. . 
. ' 
. {1) {2) L3J. _{4J l5J (9J ( 7 J 
Half-Day 75' 5~472 .136 .084 ;.197 .43' 
Full-Day 75 5.388 .143 
1: 
,~ 
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The difference between 5.472~ the mean reading grade ! 
. i 
of the half~day school children, and 5.388, the mean reading ! 
grade of the full-day school children is .084, in favor of l 
I 
the half-day school children. I 
I 
Critical ratio is .43 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 26. 
School 
.. 
Comparing the. Combined Proposed Controlled 
Groups in Arit4ffietic Ac~ievement of Fifth 
Grade Chilgren from H~lf-Day Schools.and 
Full~D~y Schools 
J 
"' 
tt-Jo. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean 
I 
. of Diff • Ratio 
. 
llJ 1:(2) (3) .tLU {5J {b) { r{) 
Ha1f:Da~ 75 5.352 •. 101 .132 .148 .89 
Full-Da~ 75 5.484 .108 
l I 
The difference between 5.352, the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school children, and 5.484, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .132, 
in favor of the full-day school children~ 
Critical ratio is .89 Which is not statistically 
significant .. 
I 
I 
II L_ 
Table 27. Qomparing the Combined Proposed Controlled 
yroups in Total Achieveroent of F+fth Grade 
Children from Ha;Lf-Day Schools and Full-Day 
Schools 
School No. Mean S.E. · Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of .Mean of Diff. Ratio 
JlJ (2) L11 : (41 :: :I~J (§J rz1 
.082 .644 - -· Half-Day 75 5.392 .112 
-39 
Full-Day 75 5.348 .• 077 
The difference between 5 .. 392, the mean total grade of 
the h~lf=day school children, and 5.348, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .044, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .39 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 28. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Reading Achi~vement of Sixth Grade Children 
from Half-Day Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 100 and Below 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff'. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean . of Diff. Ratio 
I 
·. . 
(1} (2) l3J .l4J t5J lbl (7) 
Half-Day 25' 5~140 .179 .. 140 .313 .45-' 
Full~Day 25 5.000 .257 
i 
The difference between 5.140, the mean reading grade 
41 
of the half-day school children, and 5.000, the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .140, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .45 which is not statistically 
significant .. 
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Table 29. 
School 
(1) 
Half~Day 
Full.-Day 
Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Arithmetic Ach:Levement of Sixth Grade Children 
from Half-D~y Schools and ~11-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 100 and Below 
No .. Mean S-.E. Diff. s.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean 
" 
of Diff. Ratio 
' 
. 
(2) l3J {4) (5.) (6.) ( 7) 
"25 5 .• 328 .167 .176 .226 .78 
25 5 .• 152 .152 
I 
I· I I 
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The difference between 5.328, the mean arithmetic 
of the half-day school children, and 5.152, the mean 
I! 
I' 
,, 
grade 11 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .176, 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .78 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 30~ Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Total Achievem~nt of Sixth Grade Children 
from H~lf-Day Schools and Full~Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 100 and Below 
. . 
. - . 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff~ S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean . of_Diff. Ratio 
I I I , v 
·• I 
tl} {2) 1jJ . {'+} ·_1,) (bJ '(11 
.. ~:2i6 .296 .273 l·~o8 Half-Day 25 .203 
Full-Day 25 4.920 .183 
-· 
1. 
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The difference between 5. 216.11 the mean total grade of II 
the half-day school childrenJI and 4.920JI the mean total gradei! 
ll II of the full~day school children is • 296JI in favor of. the 11 
I! half-day school children. ,I 
Critical ratio is 1.08 which is not statistically ll 
significant. !! 
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Table 31. 
School 
llJ 
Half..:Day 
Full-Day 
Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
~eading Achiev~ment of ~ixth Grade Children 
£:rom Half-Day Schools an.d Ful:L-Day t)chools 
with an IQ.Range of 101 ~ 114 . 
No. Mean S.E. Diff .• S.E .. Critical 
Grade of .... Mean . of Diff ... 
.. 
Ratio 
. 
_{2J .l3) l4J (5.) lb) l7.J 
25··· 6~716 .274 .748 .366 2~04 
25 5.968 .. 243 
! ~ 
I' II 
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The difference between 6.716~ the mean 
of the half-day school children, and 5 .. 968:~ 
J 
reading grade li 
I 
the mean reading j 
grade of the full-day school children is .748, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.04 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 32. 
School 
.(1! 
Half~Day 
Full-Day 
Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Arithmetic Achievement of Sixth Grade Children 
~rom Half-D~y Schools and ~ull-Day Schools 
with an IQ .Range of 101 - 114 .. . 
No. Mean S.E. Diff'. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
._ 
.. (2) 131 (4) .. t5J . (bJ J7J 
. 
-
25 6.508 .179 .904 .255 3·.54 
25 5~604 ~181 
The difference between 6.508~ the mean arithmetic grade 
of the half-day school children~ and 5.604, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .904~ 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 3.54 which is statistically 
significant and therefore makes the proposed controlled 
groups statistically invalid for a comparison. 
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Table 33. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
~otal Achievem~nt of Si~th Grade Children 
from H~lf~Day Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 101 - 114 _ 
School No. Mean S .. E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of .Mean . of_Diff. Ratio 
(1) (2) {3J ,(4) t5J (b) (7) 
Half-Day 25 6 .. 632 .'245 .f312 .314 2.59 
Full-Day 25 5.820 .196 
I ' 
The difference between 6.632, the mean total gpade of 
the half-day school children, and 5.820, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .812, in favor of 
• the half~day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.59 which is statistically 
significant and therefore makes the proposed controlled 
groups statistically invalid for a comparison. 
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Table 34. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Reading Achievement of Sixth Grade Children 
f:rom Half-Day Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range o:f' 115 and Above 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. s.E. Critical 
Grade of 
... 
Mean 
" 
of 
. ... 
Diff. Ratio 
. 
llJ .. {2) _{3) {I+) {5) {b) {7) 
Half...:Day 25 7 .. 976 .261. . 368 .396 . .-93 
Full-Day 25 7.508 ~298 
. 
The difference.between 7~976, the mean reading grade I 
of the half-day school childr·en, and 7 .608, the mean reading I 
grade of the full~day school children is .368, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .93 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 35. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Arithmetic Achievement of Sixth Grade Children 
f.rom Half-D~y Schools and Full-Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 115 and Above 
. . 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff • Ratio 
. 
. (1) (2) . (3) . (4) 
.. l5J . (b) l7J 
Half-Day 25 6.764 .110 .060 .243 .25 
Full-Day 25 6.704 .217 
I 
. 
The difference between 6.764; the mean arithmetic grade 1 
of the half-day school children, and 6.704, the mean 'I 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .060, j 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .25 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 36. Comparing the Proposed Controlled Groups in 
Total Achievement-of Sixth Grade Children 
from H~lf-Day Schools and Full~Day Schools 
with an IQ.Range of 115 and Above 
School No. Me.an S.E .. Diff .• S .. E. Critical 
Grade of Mean 
-
of Diff. Ratio 
(1) J2J (3) (4} 
- 15J (6) ( 7) 
Half..;.Day 25 7.404 • 1"61 .. .. 1"4"8 .. :.:319 .46. 
Full-Day 25 7.256 • 275 .. 
I 
significant. 
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Table 37. Comparing the Combined Proposed Controlled 
groups in Read+ng Achieyement of Sixth Grade 
Children from Half~Day Schools ang Full~Day 
Schools 
School No. Mean S.E~ Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of _Mean ~ of;Diff. Ratio 
I I I 
'" ... (lJ {2) (3J l4J l5J . lbJ l7J 
Half::.Day 75 ~ 6.604 .195 ;404 .279 1;45 
Full-Day 75 6.200 .200 
. -
" 
-
I II 
I I· 
I 
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The difference between 6.604, the mean reading grade of ~~ 
the half-day school children, and 6.200, the mean reading - I 
grade of the full-day school children is .404, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.45 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 38. Comparing the Combined Proposed Controlled 
Groups in Arithmetic Acpievement of Sixth 
Grade ChilQren from H~lf-Day Schools and 
Full-Day Schools 
.. 
School No~ Mean S.E. Diff. S.E •. Critical Grade of Mean . of.Diff. Ratio 
' 
. -
- . - . -
' 
.. ' -- --(1) ( 2.')- ljJ (4} (5) lbJ l7 J 
Half.::.Day 75 6.264 ;.116 .372 .174 2:14 Full-Day 75 5.-832 .130 
-
-
The difference between 6.204, the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school children, and 5.832, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .372, 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.14 which is statistically 
significant and therefore makes the proposed controlled 
groups statistically invalid for a comparison. 
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39. Comparing the Combined Proposed Controlled I Table I 
Groups in Total Achievement of Sixth Grade i 
Children from Ha*f~Day and Full-Day Schools 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff~ S.E ... Critical I I Grade of Mean 
"' 
of_Diff. Ratio 
~ 
' ' 
tlJ l2J (3) (4J (5) (b) (7) 
Half-Day 75. 6;420 .156 .408 .233 1.75 
Full-Day 75 6 .. oi2 .173 
The difference between 6.420~ the mean total grade of 
i the half-day school children~ and 6.012~ the mean total gradei 
d 
of the full-day school children is .. 408~ in favor of the i! 
half~day school children. I 
Critical ratio is 1.75 which is not statistically 
significant. 
CHAPTER TV 
Analysis of Data 
Description of proposed controlled groups.~- Tables 
four to thirty~six are a statistical check of the proposed 
controlled groups to be certain that there wasn 1 t a 
significant difference in the groups before the comparisons 
were made. Of the ~6 proposed statistical comparisons, 
only 33 could be completed.· It was impossible to form. 
controlled groups at all the .IQ ranges in the sixth grade 
due to the lack of pupils at this grade level attending 
half-day schools. Of the 33 controlled groups formed 
there was a tendency for the achievement means of the half-
day schools to be higher than the achivement means of the 
full-day schools. Although there was not a significant 
difference between the 33 controlled groups, 24 of the half-~ 
day schools had higher achievement mean marks than the full-
day schools. Of the ten arithmetic comparisons in the 
controlled groups there were five arithmetic mean achieve-
ment mark.s in favor of the half-day schools and five 
arithmetic mean achievement marks in favor of the full-day 
schools. However two of the proposed arithmetic comparisonsj 
were found to have a significant difference which was due I 
-53- L______ 
I 
I t 
to the much greater achievement mean marks of the half-day 
schools compared with those of the full-day schools. Ten 
of the twelve controlled reading~oups had higher mean 
achievement marks in favor of the half-day schools. None 
of these reading controlled groups had a significant 
difference. Of the eleven controlled groups in total 
achievement~ eight from the half-day schools had a higher 
mean achievement grade than those of the full-day schools. 
Furthermore one of the proposed combined total achievement 
' 
groups was invalid because of a significant difference. 
i: 
1/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
This difference was caused by higher mean achievement marks l 
II in the half-day schools compared to those of the full-day 
schools. I 
Statistical description of the results of the com- I 
parisons of the controlled groups.-- The data was analysizedj 
to determine: 
1. Whether there is a significant difference in the 
total educational achievement~ reading achievement~ 
and arithmetic achievement of fourth grade children 
attending half-day schools and of fourth grade 
children attending full-day schools. 
a. Of children within an IQ, range of 100 and below 
b. Of children within an IQ range of iOl - 114 
c. Of children within an IQ, range of 115 and above 
l 
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2. 
• 
3. 
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Whether there is a significant difference in the 1 
total educational achievement_, reading achievement_,
1
1 
and arithmetic achievement of fifth grade children 11 
attending half-day schools and of fifth grade 
children attending full-day schools. 
a. Of children within an IQ range of 100 and below 
b. Of children within an IQ range of 101 - 114 
c. Of children within an IQ. range of 115 and above 
Whether there is a significant difference in the I 
.. I 
total educational achievement_, reading achievement_, 
and arithmetic achievement of sixth grade children 
attending half-day schools and of sixth grade 
children attending full-day schools. 
a. Of children within an IQ range of 100 and below 
b. Of children within an IQ range of 101 - 114 
c. Of children within an IQ range of 115 and above 
j 
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Table 40. Reading Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus R~ading Achievement of Full-Day School 
Children at the .. Fourth Grade Level and Within 
an IQ Range of 100 and Bel9w 
School No. Mean S.E. Dif f. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
l 
d (bJ (7) 
Half.:..Day 5.024 .207 .70 0 .277 2.53 
Full-Day 4.324 .184 
The difference between 5.024, the mean reading grade 
of the half-day school children, and 4.324, the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .700, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.53 which is statistically 
significant. 
' i: 
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Table 41. Arithmetic Achievement ot Half-Day School 
Qhildren Ve~sus Arithmetic Achievement of 
Full-Day School Children at the Fourth Grade 
Level .. and. Within an IQ Range of 100 and Below 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of.Diff. Ratio 
{1) (2) J3J llf) {51 T5J 1TJ 
Half-Day 25 5.064 .135 .392 .. 200 1.96 
Full-Day 25 4.672 .148 
-
r-
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The difference between 5.064J the mean arithmetic grade 
ot the half~day school children, and 4.672J the mean 
arithmetic grade of the tull-day school childrenJ is .392, 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.96 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 42. Total Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus .. Total Achievement of Full~Day School 
Children at t{le Fourth Grade Level and Within 
an IQ Range of 100 and Below 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff~ S~E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff~ Ratio 
( 
(1) {2) , {3) (4} (5)- , (b) l7) 
Half..:.Day 25 5.028 .154 .604 .223 2~71 
Full-Day 25 4.424 .161 
I 
& 
The difference between 5.028, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 4.424, the mean total 
grade of the full~day school children is .604, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.71 which is statistically 
significant .. 
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Table 43. Reading Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
\[ersus R~ading Achievement of Full-Day School 
Children at the Fourth Grade Level and Within 
an IQ Range of io1 - 114 ·· 
Schopl No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of.Mean . of .D;tff. Ratio 
tlJ {2) (3) 1~J 151 {b)_ t7) 
Half.::;Day 25' 5.952 .207 .668 .284 2.35 
Full-Day 25 5.284 .194 
59 
The difference between 5.952, the mean reading grade of 
the half-day school children, and 5.284, the mean reading 
grade of the full~day school children is ,668, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.35 which is statistically 
significant. 
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Table 44. Arithmetic Achievement of Half-Day School 
Qhildren Versus Arithmetic Achievement of 
]lull-Day ~chool Qhildren at,the Fourth Grade 
Level .. and,Within_an IQ Range of 101 - 114 
School No.· Mean S.E. Diff.: S;E; Critical 
(Jrade of' Mean of Diff. Ratio 
(1) (2) l3) l4·) (5-J (b) . (7) 
Half:.:.:.Day 25- 5;476 ~110 .048 ;160 .30' 
Full-Day 25 5~428 ~116 
60 
The difference between 5~476> the mean arithmetic grade 
of the Half-Day school children, and 5.428> the mean 
arithmetic grade of' the f'ull~day school children is .048> 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .30 which is not statistically 
significant. 
I' tl 
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Table 45. Total Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus .. Total Achievement of Full~Day School 
Children at the Fourth Grade,Level and Within 
an IQ Range of 101 - 114 
School Noe Mean S.E. Diff. S*E. Critical 
Grade of Mean . ofDiff. Ratio 
. 
(1) (21 (3). _tLU J5) ·_t9J l '( J 
Half~Day 25 5:668 el37 .324 .200 1~62 
Full-Day 25 5.'344 .145 
The difference between 5.668, the mean total grade of 
the half~day school children, and 5.344, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .324, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.62 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 46. Reading Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus R~ading Achievement of Fu~l-Day School 
Qhildren at the .. Fourth Grade Level and Within 
~n IQ Range of 115 and Above 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. ·s.E. Critical 
Grade· of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
.. - - .. 
. 
(1) {2) (3) (4). . (5) (6) (7} . 
Half-Day 25 5:~960 .152 .216 .277 .78 
Full-Day 25 6.176 .231 
-
62 
The difference between 5 .• 960., the mean reading grade of 
the half-day school children., and 6.176., the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .216., in favor of 
the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .78 which is not statistically 
significant .• 
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Table 47. Arithmetic Achievement of Half-Day School 
Children Versus Arithmetic Achievement of 
Full-Day S.chool Qhildren at .. the Fourth Grade 
Level_and.Within an IQ Range of 115 and Above 
School No-. Mean s.E. Diff. s .. E. Critical 
Grade of Mean 
-
of Diff. Ratio 
. (1) l2J l3J l Ll J l5J 12_1 l7J 
Half~Day 2-5 5.731 .06.8 .• 037. .• 127 .29 
Full-Day 25 5.768 .107 
" 
The difference between 5.731, the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school childr_en, and 5. 768, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .037, 
in favor of the full-day sch,ool children. 
Critical ratio is .29 which is not statistically 
significant. 
I' 
I 
Table 48. Total Achievement of Half~Day School Children 
Versus_Total Achievement of Full-Day School 
Children at the Fourth Grade Level and Within 
an IQ Range of 115 and Above 
School No .. Mean s.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
(1) (2) (3) l4J l5J {b) 1'U 
Half-Day 25 5.864 .094 .o44 .164 .27 
Full-Day 25 5 .. 908 .134 
II 
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The difference between 5.864~ the mean total grade of 
the half~day school children~ and 5.908~ the mean total grade 
of the full-day school children is .044~ in favor of the 
full~day school children .. 
Critical ratio is .27 which is not statistically 
significant. 
'I I I· 
Table 49~ Reading Achievement of the Combined Half-Day 
School Ctildren Versus Reading Achievement of 
the Combined Full-Day School Children at the 
Fourth Grade Level. 
School Noe Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
llJ l2J l3J l4J t5J lb) l7 J 
Half..;.Day "75 5.636 .120 .384 .187 2~05 
Full-Day 75 5.252 .143 
The difference between 5.636, the mean reading grade 
of the half-day school children, and 5.252, the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .384, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.05 which is statistically 
significant .. 
li 
r 
Table 50. Arithmetic Achievement of the Combined Half-
pay School Children Versus Arithmetic 
Achievement of the Combined .. Full-Day School 
Qhildren at the Fourth Grade Level 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of .. Diff. Ratio 
.. 
(1) (2) . l3J l4J l5J _{b) (7) 
66 
5.420 .144 '-' Half-Day 75 .072 .115 1~25 
Full-Day 75 5.276 .089 
The difference between 5.420, the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school c~ildren, and 5.276, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .144, 
in favor of the half-day scho~l children. 
Critical ratio is 1.25 which is not statistically 
significant. 
Table 51. Total Achievement of the Combined Half~Day 
School Children Versus Total Achievement of 
the Combined Full~Day School Qhildren at the 
Fourth Grade Level. 
School No~ Mean StoE! Diff. S,E~ Critical 
Grade of Mean of .Diff. Ratio 
' llJ '(2J J3J 14) . t5T . l b') . l7J 
.. 
Half:Day 75 .o88 .276 .i43 -5. 512. 1·93 
Full-Day 75 5.236 .113 
·• I ·' 
The difference between 5•512~ the mean total grade of 
the half-day school childrenJ and 5.236~ the mean total 
grade of the full-day school childrenJ is .276~ in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.93 which is not statistically 
significant. 
Table 52. Reading Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus R~ading Achievement of Fu~l-Day School 
Qhildren at the_Fifth Grade Level and Within 
an IQ Range of 100 and Below 
School No. Mean S;E. Diff. S.E~ Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
' ' 
ll) l2) l3J . t~J l5J . . l.b). . l7} 
Half-Day 25 5.664 . : .260 .• 100 .374 .. 27 
Full-Day 25 5.564 .. 269 
I I 
. 
The difference between 5.664-' the mean reading grade 
68 
of the half~day school children, and 5.564, the mean reading 
grade of the full~day school children is .100, in favor of 
the half~day school children. 
Critical ratio is .27 which is not statistically 
significant. 
I' 
I 
Table 53. Arithmetic Achievement of Half-Day School 
Children Versus Ar"l.thmetic Achievement of 
Full-Day School Qhildren at_the Fifth Grade 
Level.and_Within an IQ Range of 100 and Below 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
(1) (2) (3) . (4) (5) (6) {7) 
Half-Day 25 5.664 - .193 .248 .257 .96 
Full-Day ?5 5.912 .169 
The difference between 5.664, the mean arithmetic grade 
of-the half-day school children, and 5.912, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full~day school children is .248, 
in favor of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .96 which is not statistically 
significant. 
=e~=r============================~=== 
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Table 54. Total Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus,, Total Achievement of FuJ,.l-Day School 
Children at t~e Fifth Grade Level,and Within 
an IQ Range of 100 and Below 
School No. Mean S.E~' Dif:f'~ S~E. Critical 
Grade of Mean . of Diff. Ratio 
--
·" 
. 
112 {2) l3) (4-) t5) (b) -t 7J 
25 5-:536 .i48 
, .. 
-
Half-Day .200 .270 
-.55 
Full-Day 25 5.388 .182 
The difference between 5.536, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 5.388, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .148, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .55 which is not statistically 
significant • 
-==~================================~====== 
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Table 55. Reading Achievement of Half-Day School 
Children"Versus Reading Achievement of 
Full-Day $chool Qhildren~at the Fifth Grade 
Level,and _Within an IQ. Range of 101 - 114 
School No.; Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean .. of Diff. Ratio 
. 
llJ (2) {3J (4) {5)· (b) l7 J 
Half.:Day 25 6~652 •'188 .576 .. 296 1~95 
Full-Day 25 7.228 .228 r ' 
.. 
The difference between 6.652, the mean reading grade 
of the half-day school children, and 7.228, the mean 
reading grade of the full-day school children is .576, 
in favor of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.95 which is not statistically 
significant • 
-==~==================================~===== 
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Table 56. Arithmetic Achievement of Half-Day School 
Children Versus Arithmetic Achievement of 
Full-Day School Children at the Fifth Grade 
Level.and.Within~an IQ. Range of 101- 114 
.. 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff~ S~E. Critical 
Grade of 
.. 
Mean . of 
,..-r Diff. Ratio 
. 
(1) t21 l3J {4) l5J (bJ l7J 
Half::.Day '25 6:3(2 .184 .664 .263 2~52 
Full-Day 25 1.036 .188 
. 
The difference between 6.372~ the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school children~ ·and 7.036~ the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .664~ 
in favor of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.52 which is statistically 
significant • 
tt==~================================~====== 
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Table 57. Total Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
yersus ,, Total Achievement of Fu:l,.l-Day School 
Children at the Fifth Grade Level.and Within 
an IQ, Range of 101 - 114 · · 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of _Mean . of_Diff. Ratio 
. 
(1) (2) (3) (4} {5) (6) CTJ 
Half;::Day .25 6~344 .158 .044 _.269 :16 
Full-Day 25 6.388 .218 
The difference between 6.344, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 6.388, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .044, in favor 
of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .16 which is not statistically 
significant • 
-~~================================+===== 
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Table 58. Reading Achievement of Half-Day School 
Children Versus Reading Achievement of 
Full-Day School Children. at the Fifth Grade 
Level.and Within an IQ Range of 115 and 
Above 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
(1) ( 2} (3} V+J (5) (b) ( 7) 
Half.::.Day 25 7.696 .225 .720 ~318 2~26 
Full-Day 25 6.976 .225 
The difference between 7.696, the mean reading grade 
of the half-day school children, and 6.976, the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .720, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.26 which is statistically 
significant • 
-===+==============================~===== 
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Table 59. Arithmetic Achievement of Half-Day School 
Children Versus Arithmetic. Achievement of 
Full-Day S.chool Qhildren at._the Fifth Grade 
Level.and Withinan I~ Range of 115 and Above 
.. 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of_Mean 
-
ofDiff. Ratio 
.. 
(lJ l2) (3) (4) {5) T6l ( 7} 
Half;;.Day 25 7;084 .247 .216 .317 -~68 
Full-Day 25 6.868 .199 
The difference between 7-.084,. the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school children, and 6.868, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children, is .216 
( 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .68 which is not statistically 
significant • 
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Table 60. Total Achievement of the Half-Day School 
ChildrE?n Versus Total Achievement of the 
Full-Day School Children at the Fifth Grade 
Level .and.'Within an IQ··Range of 115 and Above 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean of Diff. Ratio 
-(1) (2) . (3) {4) {5} (6} (7) 
Half-Day 25 7~112 .167 .152 .276 .5S 
Full-Day 25 7.264 .219 
The difference between 7.112, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 7.264J the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .152, in favor of 
the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .55 which is not statistically 
significant • 
-b==9F===============================~==== 
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Table 61. Reading Achievement of the Combined Half-Day 
School C~ildren Versus Reading Achievement 
of the Combined Full-Day School~Children at 
the Fifth Grade Level. · 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of .. Mea:n . of_Diff. Ratio 
'" (11 (2) (3) . (4) (5) . - (b)- ( 7) . 
Half-Day 75 6.688 .162 .• 104 .231 :45 
Full-Day 75 6.584 .·165 
The difference between 6.688, the mean reading grade 
of the half-day school children, and 6.584, the mean re.ading 
grade of the full-day school children is .104, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .45 which is not statistically 
significant • 
-~~==============================~==== 
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Table 62. Arithmetic Achievement of the Combined Half-
pay School Qhildren Versus Arithmetic 
Achi~vement of the Cqmbined"Full-Day School 
Qhildren at the Fifth Grade Level .. 
School No. Mean S.E.· ·Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of_ Mean .. of _Diff. Ratio 
. (1) (2} (3J (4) (5) (b) {"() 
Half-Day 75 6.368 :138 .240 .184 1'~30 
Full-Day 75 6.608 .122 
78 
The difference between 6.368, the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school children, and 6.608, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .240, 
in favor of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.30 which is not statistically 
significant • 
• 
Table 63. Total Achievement of the Combined Half-Day 
School Children Versus Total Achievement of 
i:ihe Combined Full,-Day School Qhildren at 
the Fifth Grade Level 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of .Mean . of Diff. Ratio 
{1) ~_) 131 {lt) J5J {bl {7) 
Half.:.Day 75 6.312 .126 .063 .192 ~33 
Full-Day 75 6.375 .145 
-
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The difference between 6.312, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 6.375, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .063, in favor of 
the fulJ:.'-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .33 which is not statistically 
significant. 
• 
Table 64. Reading Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
yersus Reading Achievement of Fu~l-Day School 
Children at the __ Sixth Grade Lev.el and W~thin 
an IQ. Range of lQO and Below 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean ~ of Dif·f. Ratio 
(1) (2) (3). . ll+) . (5) {6} (TY 
Half;..Day 25 6.472 :242 ~680 -~377" 1~80 
Full-Day 25 5;792 .289 
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The difference between 6.472~ the mean reading grade 
of the half-day school children~ and 5.792, the mean readi 
grade of the full-day school children is .680~ in favor of 
the half~day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.80 which is not statistically 
significant. 
~-~=T================================+===== 
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Table 65. 
-School 
--
(lJ 
Half-Day 
Ful~-Day 
Arithmetic Achievement of Half-Day School 
Children Versus Arithmetic Achievement of 
Full-Day S.chool Qhildren at, the Sixth Grade 
Level .and~.Within~an IQ Range of J,.OO and 
Below 
No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of 
.. 
Mean .• of .. Diff • Ratio 
. (2) {3) lLJ.J - (5) lbJ l7J 
25 6.232 .283 - .376 1-~04 .392 
25 6.624 .248 
The difference between 6.232, the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school children, and 6.624, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .392, 
in favor of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.04 which is not statistically 
significant. 
-~==~================================~===== 
Table 66. Total Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus Total Achievement of Fu],l-Day School 
Children at the Sixth Grade Level.and Within 
an IQ Range of lQO and Below_ . 
82 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade ·of Mean ofDiff. Ratio 
. 
(ll 12:1 (3) (41 (5) . (b) 111 
Ha1f..::.Day 25 6.108 ~214 .060 ~313 .19 
Full-Day 25 6.048 .228 
The difference between_6.108, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 6.048, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .060, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .19 which is not statistically 
significant. 
-~==~================================~=== 
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Table 67. Reading Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus Re,ading Achievement of Full-Day School 
Children at the Sixth Grade Lev.el and Within an IQ Range of 101 ·- 114 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical· 
Grade of Mean < of Diff. Ratio 
Jll {2) l3J {4) {5) (6) l7J 
Half.:.Day . 25 7.700 .293 .800 .392 2.04 
Full~Day 25 6.goo .261 
The difference between 7.700~ the mean reading grade 
the half~day schoo.l children~ and 6.900_, the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .800_, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical .. ratio is 2.04 which is not statistically 
significant. 
p 
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Table 68. Arithmetic Achievement of Half-Day School 
Qhildren Vevsus Arithmetic. Achievement of 
Full-Day School Qhildren at.the Sixth Grade 
Level.and .. Within an IQ Range of ;1..01 - 114 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of ,Mean .. of Diff. Ratio 
. 
tl) t~J t3J li+) (5) tbJ 1'() 
Half.::.Day 25 7~952 .292 .456 .422 1~08 
Full-Day 25 7.496 .305 
84 
The difference between 7.952, the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school children, and 7-496, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .456, 
in favor of the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.08 which is not statistically 
significant • 
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Table 69. Total Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus,Total Achievement of· Fu;Ll-Day School 
Children at the Sixth Grade Level and Within 
an IQ Range of lQl - 1~4 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of ___ Mean 
-
of Diff. Ratio 
-11) l2) l3J l4) T5J T51 \TJ 
Half.:.Day 25 7.612 .292 .728 .382 1~91 
Full-Day 25 6.884 .246 
The difference between 7.612~ the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children~ and 6.884~ the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .728~ in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.91 which is not statistically 
significant • 
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Table 70. Reading Achievement of Half-Day School 
Children Versus Reading Achievement of 
FUll-Day School Children. at the Sixth 
Grade.Level and Within an IQ. Range of 
115 and Above 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. 
Grade of.Mean of.Diff. 
(lJ (2) (3J {4) l5J ·1.21 
Half-Day 25 8.544 .258 .008 .372 
Full-Day 25 8.536 .268 
·• 
Critical 
Ratio 
ilJ 
;02 
The difference between 8.544~ the mean reading grade 
86 
of the half-day school children, and 8.536~ the mean reading 
grade of the full-day school children is .008, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .02 which is not statistically 
significant. 
Jt~~==============================9F==== 
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Table 71. Arithmetic Achievement of Half-Day School 
Children Versus Arithmetic Achievement of· 
Full-Day School C.hildren at.the Sixth Grade 
Level.and .. Within an !Q Range of 115 and 
Above 
School No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of .Mean . of Diff. Ratio 
(1) (2) . (3 J (4) (5J t6J TTJ 
Half-Day 25 8.308 .266 .812 .356 2.28 
Full-Day 25 9.120 .. 236 
The difference between 8.308, the mean ari,thmetic 
grade of the half-day school children, and 9.120, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .812, 
in favor of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 2.28 which is statistically 
significant • 
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Table 72. Total Achievement of Half-Day School Children 
Versus.~ Tota.l Achievement of Fu;1.1-Day School-· 
Qhi1dren at the Sixth Grade I:.evel.and Within 
an IQ Range of 115 and _Above 
School No. Mean S.E~ Diff. . . S.E • Critical 
Grade of 
. , 
Mean .• of Diff. Ratio 
.. 
. 
t1J 12J {3J. t~J"- t5 J (b) ' . (7) 
Half..;.Day 25 8.152 ··206 • 388· .320 .. 1;21 
Full-Day 25 8.540 .• 245 
The difference between 8.152, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 8.540, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .388, in favor of 
the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is 1.21 which is not statistically 
significant • 
-b===~================================~==== 
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Table 73. Reading Achievement of the Combined Half-Day 
School O}J.ildren Versus Reading Achievement of 
t:;he Com1:J::i.ned Ful],-Day Sqhool Ch~ldren at the 
Sixth Grade Le.vel . 
School No. Mean S~E. ·Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of Mean . of,Diff. Ratio 
' 
111 _121 131 lLtJ l5J lbJ _17) 
Half.::..Day '75 7~556 .192 .152 .276 .55-
Full-Day 75 7.404 .198 
·• 
The difference between 7.556> the mean reading grade 
of the half-day school children> and 7.404> the mean read 
grade of the full-day school children is .152> in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .55 which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 74. Arithmetic Achievement of the Combined Half-Day 
School Children Versus Arithmetic Achievement 
()f the Combined ]'ull-Day School Ch:;t.ldren at the 
Sixth Grade Level 
School No .•. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of .. Mean 
' 
of.Diff. Ratio 
(lJ (2) {3J (LJ.J t5J (b) ( 7 J 
Half-Day 75 7·:496 ·.192 .264 ·.273 .97 
Full-Day 75 7'.760 ·.194 
The difference between 7.496_, the mean arithmetic 
grade of the half-day school children_, and 7.760_, the mean 
arithmetic grade of the full-day school children is .264_, 
in favor of the full-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .97 which is not statistically 
significant • 
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Table 75~ Total Achievement of the Combined Half-Day 
School,Children Versus Total Achievement of 
the Combined Full-Day School Children at the 
Sixth Grade Level 
91 
School No. Mean S~E .. Diff. S.E. Critical 
Grade of 
.. 
lYle an 
-. 
of Diff. Ratio 
-
tlJ t2) {3) t4J . (5) {b) t7) 
Half-Day 75 7 .'296 .. 171 .io8 .253 .4:3 
Full-Day 75 7.188 .187 
The difference between 7.296, the mean total grade of 
the half-day school children, and 7.188, the mean total 
grade of the full-day school children is .108, in favor of 
the half-day school children. 
Critical ratio is .43 which is not statistically 
significant • 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Restatement of the problem.-- The aim of this study 
was to compare the total educational achievement~ reading 
achievement~ and arithmetic achievement of children 
attending half-day schools to children attending full-day 
schools. 
Summary of findings.-- The study was taken on 150 
fourth~ 150 fifth~ and 150 sixth grade children of the 
Framingham Public Schools. Controlled groups were organized 
in relation to chronological age~ IQ and previous Stanford 
Achievement Tests. Before the groups were compared they 
were checked for a significant difference. There were 33 
valid comparisons made. Three comparisons were completed 
with groups that had a significant difference and therefore 
could not be included with the controlled groups. 
1. Of the 33 comparisons made the study showed that 
there was a significant difference in_ seven of the 
comparisons. Five of these comparisons having a 
significant difference were in favor of the half-
day schools and four of the five comparisons were 
in the area of reading achievement. The remaining 
-92-
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one was in total achievement. 
a. Grade four, IQ range 100 and 
achievement critical ratio 2.53 (Table 40) 
b. Grade four, IQ range 101 - 114, reading achieve-
ment -- critical ratio 2.35 (Table 43) 
c. Grade four, combined IQ range, reading achieve-
ment -- critical ratio 2.05 (Table 49) 
d. Grade five, IQ range 115 and above, reading 
achievement critical ratio 2.26 (Table 58) 
e. Grade four, IQ range 100 and below, total 
achievement critical ratio 2.71 (Table 42) 
2. There were two comparisons with a significant 
difference in favor of the full-day schools both 
of Which were in the area of arithmetic. 
a. Grade five, IQ range 101 - 114, arithmetic 
achievement critical ratio 2.52 (Table 56) 
b. Grade six, IQ range 115 and above, arithmetic 
achievement -- critical ratio 2.28 (Table 71) 
' -
Implication.-- Of the 33 comparisons five had a critical 
ratio favoring the half-day schools. Four of these com-
parisons favoring the half-day schools were in the area of 
reading. The remaining comparison was in total achievement. 
Two of the 33 comparisons had a critical ratio in favor of 
the full-day school. These two comparisons were in the area 
of arithmetic .. 
II 
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1. The three half-day schools are located in the 
section of Framingham which is undergoing a sharp 
increase in population. "The majority of families in 
this area of Town are on a middle-class social-
. economic level. It may be assumed that these 
children while attending the half-day schools are 
compelled by their parents to do extra reading during 
their excess free time. 
2. The Framingham Teachers College Training School 
(Jonathan Maynard School) is one of the half-day 
schools. All of the classes in this school besides 
having a regular teacher have two student teachers 
from the Teachers College.. Therefore the children 
attending this school receive a great deal more 
individual attention than pupils in a regular class-
room. 
Suggestion for Further Study 
A possibility for further study of this nature would 
be to compare the social study, science, and literature 
areas of this dual type educational system. There was no 
difference between the half-day schools and the full-day 
schools in relation to the time spent in the areas of 
reading and arithmetic; whereas there is a loss on the part 
of the half-day schools of two hours in the social study, 
science, and literature areas. 
:i 
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